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Abstract
This paper introduces a compositional Hoare logic for reasoning about the partial correctness
and absence of deadlock of a certain class of programs. Considered are programs that describe
networks composed of a dynamically evolving collection of processes which are all executing
in parallel, and which know each other by maintaining and passing around process-references
via an asynchronous communication mechanism based on (unbounded) FIFO bu.ers. The Hoare
logic formalizes reasoning about such dynamic networks on an abstraction level that is at least
as high as that of the programming language. This means that the only operations on ‘pointers’
(that is, references to processes) are testing for equality and dereferencing. Moreover, in a given
state of the system, it is only possible to mention the processes that exist in that state. Pro-
cesses that have not (yet) been created do not play a role. Soundness and completeness of the
logic is proved with respect to a compositional characterization of the initial=5nal state seman-
tics of programs. This characterization generalizes the compositional semantics of deterministic
Kahn (data-7ow) networks (where the number of processes and communication structure is
5xed). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A programming languageL is introduced which describes the behaviour of dynamic
networks of asynchronously communicating deterministic processes. The goal of this
paper is to develop a compositional proof system for reasoning about the correctness
of programs in L. A program in L consists of a (5nite) number of generic process
descriptions, or class de5nitions, as they are called in object-oriented terminology. A
process itself has the following properties: First of all, it has an independent activity
that is characteristic of the class to which it belongs and that proceeds in parallel with
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all the other processes in the system. Second, new processes can be created at any
point in the program. The identity of such a new process is at 5rst only known to
itself and its creator, but from there it can be passed on to other processes in the
system. Note that this also means that the number of processes executing in parallel
may increase during the evolution of the system.
Processes possess some internal data, which they store in variables. The value of a
variable is either an element of a prede5ned data type (Int or Bool), or it is a reference
to another process. The variables of one process are not accessible to other processes.
The processes can interact only by sending and receiving messages asynchronously via
(unbounded) FIFO bu.ers. A message contains exactly one value; this can be an integer
or a boolean, or it can be a reference to a process. Thus we see that a system described
by a program consists of a dynamically evolving collection of processes, which are all
executing in parallel, and which know each other by maintaining and passing around
references. This means that the communication structure of the processes is determined
dynamically, without any regular structure imposed on it a priori.
In this paper a Hoare logic is introduced for proving both partial correctness and
absence of deadlock of programs in L. It is based on two di.erent assertion languages.
An assertion describes the state of (a part of) the system at one speci5c point during its
execution. The 5rst assertion language describes the internal state of a single process
which includes information about its communications and the processes which it has
created. This is called the local assertion language. The other one, the global assertion
language, describes a whole system of processes. These assertion languages provide a
formalism for the (logical) description of a network of processes on an abstraction level
that is at least as high as that of the programming language. This means that the only
operations on ‘pointers’ (that is, references to processes) are testing for equality and
dereferencing. Moreover, in a given state of the system, it is only possible to mention
the processes that exist in that state. Processes that have not (yet) been created do not
play a role.
Corresponding with the local assertion language is a local proof system for reasoning
about the (partial) correctness of a single process. On the other hand, the main rule of
the global proof system allows one to obtain in a compositional manner a speci5cation
in the global assertion language of a complete system from the correctness speci5cations
of its processes which are formulated in the local assertion language. The semantic basis
of this compositional proof system consists of a generalization to dynamic networks of
the compositional semantics of (deterministic) Kahn (data-7ow) networks [9] (where
the number of processes and the communication structure is 5xed).
An interesting consequence of the compositional reasoning pattern presented in this
paper is that no formal treatment of the phenomenon of aliasing is required (which is
usually considered a phenomenon typical of reasoning about references to processes,
see for example [1] or [2]). This is because the e.ect of the execution of a statement
by a process is described only with respect to its own internal state. Properties of
the topology of a complete system are derived from the local information about the
communications and creations of the single processes of the system.
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Plan of the paper. In the next section the programming language is introduced. In
Section 3 we present an operational semantics of the programming language which
de5nes the notion of correctness considered in this paper. We also show that the oper-
ational semantics is compositional. This compositional description forms the semantic
basis of the proof system. In Section 4 we de5ne the two assertion languages and the
corresponding correctness formulas. The proof system itself is introduced in Section 5.
Soundness and completeness of the proof system are proved in the Sections 6 and 7,
respectively. The last section contains some concluding remarks. The appendix contains
detailed proofs of soundness and completeness of the local proof system.
2. The programming language
In this section we give a formal de5nition of the programming language. We assume
as given a set C of process types (or class names, using object-oriented terminology),
with typical element c. By this we mean that symbols like c, c′, c1, etc. will range over
the set C of class names. The set C ∪{Int;Bool} of data types, with typical element d,
we denote by D. Here Int and Bool denote the types of the integers and booleans,
respectively. For each d∈D we assume Vard to be the set of (program) variables of
type d, with typical elements x and y. We assume Vard ∩Vard′ = ∅ whenever d =d′,
so that the type of each variable is uniquely determined. Such a variable x∈Vard can
refer to values of type d only. The set of all (program) variables (
⋃
d Vard) we denote
by Var.
Denition 1. We de5ne the set Expcd of expressions of type d in class c, with typical
element e. An expression e∈Expcd can be evaluated by a process of class c and the
value to which it refers will be of type d.
These expressions are de5ned as follows:
e(∈ Expcd) ::= x if x ∈ Vard
| self if d = c
| nil
| true | false if d = Bool
| n if d = Int
| e1 + e2 if e1; e2 ∈ Expcd; d = Int
...
| e1 = e2 if e1; e2 ∈ Expcd′ ; d = Bool
An expression e will be evaluated by a certain process of class c. An expression
of the form x denotes the value of the variable x that belongs to the process. The
expression self denotes the process itself. The expression nil denotes ‘uninitialized’.
It can be used for every type, including Int and Bool. The symbols true and false
stand for the corresponding values of type Bool. Every integer n can occur as an
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expression of type Int; it simply denotes itself. We assume that the standard arithmetic
and comparison operations on integers are available, but we list only the operator ‘+’.
We assume that all these operations result in nil whenever an error occurs (e.g., division
by zero or nil as an operand). Finally, for every type we have a test for equality. The
expression e1 = e2 evaluates to true whenever e1 and e2 denote the same process (or
both denote no process, viz., nil). Note that thus we have a simple two-valued boolean
logic.
Denition 2. We next de5ne the set Statc of statements in class c, with typical ele-
ment S. These statements describe the behaviour of a single process of class c.
Statements can be of the following forms:
S(∈ Statc) ::= x := e if x; e ∈ Expcd
| x := new if x ∈ Varc′
| x!e if x ∈ Varc′ ; e ∈ Expcd
| x?y if x ∈ Varc′
| ?y
| S1; S2 if S1; S2 ∈ Statc
| if e then S1 else S2 fi if e ∈ ExpcBool ; S1; S2 ∈ Statc
| while e do S od if e ∈ ExpcBool ; S ∈ Statc
A process executes the assignment statement x := e (it is implicitly assumed that x
and e are of the same type) by 5rst evaluating the expression e at the right-hand side
and then storing the result in its own variable x.
The execution of the new-statement x := new (x∈Varc′) by a process consists of
creating a new process of class c′ and making the variable x of the creator refer to it.
All the variables of the new process are set to the value of nil. It is not possible to
create new elements of the standard data types Int and Bool.
A statement x!e is called an output statement and statements like x?y and ?y are
called input statements (in both the statements x!e and x?y the variable x is required
to be of some type c′). Together they are called I=O statements.
The execution of an output statement x!e, with e of type d, by a process consists
of sending the value of e to the process denoted by the variable x (of the sender).
This value sent will be appended to the stream of values of type d which the process
executing x!e has already sent to the process denoted by the variable x. The execution
of an input statement x?y by a process, with y∈Vard, on the other hand, consists
of reading the 5rst unread value of type d sent from the process denoted by x to the
process executing x?y and storing it in the variable y. If the process executing x?y has
already read all the values of type d in the order they have been sent by the process x,
the execution of x?y suspends. An input statement ?y (implicitly) refers to the creator
of the process as the communication partner.
Statements are built up from these atomic statements by means of sequential com-
position, denoted by the semicolon ‘;’, the conditional construct if-then-else-fi and the
iterative construct while-do-od.
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Fig. 1. Processes in the sieve program in a certain stage of the execution.
In the above informal description of the execution of I=O statements we have as-
sumed that the variable x is initialized upon execution of the I=O statements x!e and
x?y. In case the variable x is uninitialized these I=O statements will give rise to an er-
ror. However, in the sequel, we implicitly restrict to statements which can be statically
determined to be free from such errors (for example, by requiring that every I=O state-
ment S of the form x!e or x?y only occurs in a context of the form if x = nil then S; : : :).
Denition 3. A program  is of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉, where
Si ∈Statci . We require that all the class names c1; : : : ; cn are di.erent. The types of
 are its user-de5ned classes and the types Int and Bool. We require that for every
variable x of  its type is among the types of . Finally, we require that in every
new-statement x := new the type c of the newly created process is among c1; : : : ; cn−1.
The 5rst part of a program consists of a 5nite number of class de5nitions ci← Si,
i=1; : : : ; n. A statement Si uniformly describes the behaviour of the processes belonging
to the class ci. Whenever a new process of class ci is created, it will begin to execute
the corresponding statement Si. The second part speci5es the local process Sn of the
root class cn. The execution of a program starts with the creation of a single instance
of this root class, the root process, which begins executing the statement Sn. This root
process can create other processes in order to establish parallelism. Due to the above
restriction on the types of new-statements, the root process will always be the only
instance of its class. This restriction is introduced only for technical convenience.
2.1. An example program
We illustrate the programming language by giving a program that generates the prime
numbers up to a certain n¿2. The program uses the sieve method of Eratosthenes. It
consists of two classes. The class G (for ‘generator’) describes the behaviour of the
root process, which consists of generating the natural numbers from 2 to n and sending
them to a process of the other class P. The processes of the class P (for ‘prime sieve’)
essentially form a chain of 5lters. Each of these processes remembers the 5rst number
it is sent; this will always be a prime. From the numbers it receives subsequently, it
will simply discard the ones that are divisible by its local prime number, and it will
send the others to the next P process in the chain.
The class G makes use of three variables: f (for ‘5rst’) of type P, i (for ‘index’) of
type Int, and n also of type Int (only prime numbers equal or less than the value of n
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are to be generated). The class P has three variables: m, which will contain a prime
number, and b, which will act as a counter, are both of type Int, and l, which will
contain a pointer to the next prime number, of type P. Here is the complete program
(if e then S fi is the usual abbreviation of if e then S else x := x fi):
〈P ← ?m;
if m = nil then l := new; ?b;
while b = nil
do if m  | b then l!b fi; ?b od;
l!b
fi;
G ← f := new; i := 2;
while i6n do f!i; i := i+ 1od;
f!nil〉
3. Semantics
In this section we de5ne formally the semantics of the programming language in
terms of a (labeled) local transition system which describes the behaviour of a single
process, and a global transition system which describes a complete system of processes.
We assume for every type d∈D a set Od of values of type d, with typical element
. To be precise, OInt denotes the set of integers and OBool denotes the set of boolean
values true and false, whereas for every class c∈C we just take for Oc an arbitrary
in5nite set disjoint from any other set Od, d = c. The elements of a set Oc will be
used as identities of processes in class c. The value of nil we denote by ⊥. By O we
denote
⋃
c O
c, the set of all process identities. By Od
∗
, also with typical element , we
denote the set of all 5nite sequences of values in Od⊥(=O
d∪{⊥}). Finally, we denote
for every d∈D the set O × Od⊥ of communications by Commd. A pair 〈; 〉, with
∈O and ∈Od⊥, either indicates an input or an output of a given process. In case of
an input by some given process , 〈; 〉 indicates that  has received  from . In case
of an output, 〈; 〉 indicates that the given process  has sent  to . The set of 5nite
sequences of communications (involving data of type d) we denote by Comm∗d . Finite
sequences of communications we also denote by ; ; : : : : Summarizing, the following
semantic entities in general we denote by ; ; : : : : (sequences of) integer and boolean
values, (sequences of) process identities, and sequences of communications. In the
sequel ()⊆Od∗ , where ∈Comm∗d and ∈O, denotes the sequence of values (of
type d) received from (or sent to) , as recorded by . Formally, ()=  and
 · 〈′; 〉() =
{
() ·  if  = ′;
() otherwise:
We denote the empty sequence by . The append operation is denoted by · and the
pre5x relation on sequences is denoted by 4.
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Denition 4. We de5ne the set c, with typical element s, of internal states of pro-
cesses in class c such that
• s(x)∈Od⊥, for each x∈Vard, gives the value of x,
• s(self)∈Oc denotes the process itself,
• s(creator)∈O denotes its creator,
• s(c)∈Oc∗ , for each class c, denotes the sequence of processes in class c created by
the process itself,
• s(ind); s(outd)∈Comm∗d , for each d∈D, denote the 5nite sequences of inputs and
outputs of values of type d.
An initial internal state s of a root-process satis5es the following:
• s(x)=⊥, for every program variable x∈ ⋃c Varc,
• s(c)= , for every class c,
• s(ind)= , for each d∈D,
• s(outd)= , for each d∈D.
Thus all program variables of some type c are uninitialized, no processes have been
created and no values have been sent or received. In other words, only the integer and
boolean program variables can be initialized. The initial state s of any other process
additionally sets the value of every integer and boolean variable to ⊥, i.e. s(x)=⊥,
for x∈Vard, d= Int;Bool.
Furthermore, we denote by s{=x}, s{=c}, s{=ind}, and s{=outd}, the result of
assigning  to x, c, ind, and outd, respectively. Formally,
s{=x}(y) =
{
 if x ≡ y;
s(y) otherwise;
for every program variable y (‘≡’ denotes syntactic identity).
Moreover, s{=x}(c)= s(c), for every c∈C, s{=x}(ind)= s(ind) and s{=x}(outd)=
s(outd), for every d∈D. The notations s{=c}, s{=ind}, and s{=outd} are de5ned
formally in a similar manner.
Denition 5. We de5ne the operational semantics of statements in terms of a (labeled)
transition relation between con5gurations of the form 〈S; s〉, with S ∈Statc and s∈c,
for some c. Such a pair 〈S; s〉 indicates that the statement S is to be executed in the
internal state s. A label  is empty or it denotes either a pair 〈; 〉, where  is a
process (identi5er) and  denotes a value (that is, an integer or boolean value, or
possibly, a process identi5er), or  denotes a single process . A pair 〈; 〉 indicates
the execution of an input statement, namely, that  has been received from . A
single process  indicates the creation of the process  itself. We present the rules for
the atomic statements, the rules for compound statements being standard. We use the
symbol  to indicate termination.
Assignments:
〈x := e; s〉 → 〈; s′〉
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Here s′= s{s(e)=x} denotes the state which results from s by assigning s(e), i.e. the
value of the expression e in s (which is formally de5ned by a standard induction on
the complexity of e), to the program variable x. Note that this transition is not labeled.
Creation: Let x∈Varc.
〈x := new; s〉 →〈; s′〉
Here s′= s{=x; s(c) · =c} denotes the state which results from s by assigning an ar-
bitrary ∈Oc, which does not appear in s(c) (the processes in class c created sofar)
and which is distinct from s(self), to the program variable x and appending  to s(c).
Note that the newly created process is required to be distinct just from the creator
and the set of processes that were locally created before, rather than from the set
of all processes known to the creating process (as given by the its internal state). A
global compatibility requirement de5ned below indirectly ensures that, at the level of
the global transition system, the newly created processes are in fact distinct from all
existing processes.
Output: Let e be of type d and s(x) =⊥.
〈x!e; s〉 → 〈; s′〉
Here s′= s{s(outd) · 〈s(x); s(e)〉=outd)} denotes the state which results from s by ap-
pending the generated output 〈s(x); s(e)〉 to s(outd). Note that this transition is not
labeled.
Input: Let S be an input statement x?y or ?y, with y∈Vard.
〈S; s〉 〈;〉→ 〈; s′〉
Here s′= s{=y; s(ind) · 〈; 〉=ind)} denotes the state which results from s by assigning
an arbitrary ∈Od⊥ to y and appending the input 〈; 〉 to s(ind), where = s(x)( =⊥),
in case S is of the form x?y, and = s(creator), in case S is of the form ?y.
Note that we do allow a process to send to and receive from itself.
In order to de5ne next the operational semantics of programs we 5rst introduce the
concept of a global state, i.e. a complete system of processes.
Denition 6. Given a program , we de5ne the set , with typical element , of
global states such that
• (c)⊆Oc, for each class c of , gives the 5nite set of existing processes in class c
(i.e. the processes in c which have been created sofar),
• ()∈c, for each existing process  in class c, gives its internal state,
• (root)∈c, with c the class of the root-process of , gives the root process.
In the sequel, in the context of a given global state , we will use the phrase ‘process
 exists in ’, or simply ‘the existing process ’, to indicate that ∈ (c), for some c.
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By {s=} we denote the result of assigning the internal state s to the process ,
assuming that s(self)= . Formally,
{s=}() =
{
s if  = ;
() otherwise;
for every existing (in ) process . In case  does not exist in , we addition-
ally extend the set of existing processes in class c, assuming that ∈Oc, that is,
{s=}(c)= (c)∪{} and {s=}(c′)= (c′), for c′ di.erent from c.
Denition 7. We de5ne the operational semantics of a program  in terms of a transi-
tion relation between con5gurations of the form 〈X; 〉, where ∈ and X is a 5nite
set of pairs of the form 〈; S〉, where ∈ (c) and S ∈Statc, for some class c of . A
pair 〈; S〉 indicates that the statement S is to be executed by process  (its internal
state is given by ()). We additionally require that for every  there exists at most one
pair of the form 〈; S〉 in X . Let  be of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉.
We have the following rules:
〈S; ()〉 → 〈S ′; s′〉
〈X ∪ {〈; S〉}; 〉 → 〈X ∪ {〈; S ′〉}; ′〉
where ′= {s′=} results from  by assigning the local state s′ to .
If  =∈ (c), for ∈Oc, then
〈S; ()〉 →〈S ′; s′〉
〈X ∪ {〈; S〉}; 〉 → 〈X ∪ {〈; S ′〉; 〈; Si〉}; ′〉
where ′= {s′=; s=} results from  by extending the set (c) of existing processes
in class c with  and assigning the local state s′ to  and the initial internal state s,
with s(self)=  and s(creator)= , to .
If ()(ind)()≺ ()(outd)(), i.e. the stream of values of type d the process 
has received from  is a proper pre5x of the stream of values of type d which  has
sent to  then
〈S; ()〉 〈;〉→ 〈S ′; s′〉
〈X ∪ {〈; S〉}; 〉 → 〈X ∪ {〈; S ′〉}; ′〉
where  is the 5rst unread element of the stream of values of type d which  has
sent to . Formally,  is the 5rst element of the suNx of ()(outd)() determined by
its pre5x ()(ind)(), which we denote by ()(outd)() − ()(ind)(). The state
′= {s′=} results from  by assigning the local state s′ to .
Denition 8. In order to de5ne the initial=5nal state semantics of programs we 5rst
introduce the following notions:
Termination: 〈X; 〉→ ′ indicates that there exists a X ′ such that 〈X; 〉→∗ 〈X ′; ′〉
and X ′ contains only pairs of the form 〈; 〉 (→∗ denotes the re7exive transitive
closure of the global transition relation → de5ned above);
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Deadlock: 〈X; 〉→  indicates that there exists a X ′ such that 〈X; 〉→∗ 〈X ′; ′〉 →
(that is, there is no transition possible from the con5guration 〈X ′; ′〉) and there exists
a process  which is not yet terminated, that is, 〈; S〉 ∈X ′, for some statement S. Note
that this implies that  wants to read from an empty bu.er because this is the only
case a statement S can be blocked.
Let  be of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉. The initial=5nal state se-
mantics of  is de5ned as a function M ()∈cn →P(), where P()=P()∪
{}. The symbol  denotes deadlock.
For an initial state s in the root-class (M ()(s)= ∅, if s is not an initial state in the
root-class) we de5ne
M ()(s) =
{ {′ | 〈X0; sˆ〉 → ′} if 〈X0; sˆ〉 → ;
 otherwise;
where X0 denotes the set {〈s(self); Sn〉} and sˆ denotes the initial global state where
only the root-process exists with internal state s.
Thus M ()(s) just delivers  in case  has a deadlocking computation in s, otherwise
it delivers the set of 5nal states of successfully terminating computations. We observe
here that the non-determinism of the semantics M ()(s) arises only because of the
arbitrary selection of a fresh process identity when creating a new process. In fact, up
to these process identities all the global states in M ()(s) are isomorphic.
We conclude this section with a compositional description of the above de5ned
semantics of a program  in terms of a corresponding initial=5nal state semantics of
the statements de5ning its classes.
Denition 9. Let S ∈Statc. We introduce the following notions: (Let →∗ denote the
re7exive transitive closure of the local transition relation, abstracting from the labels.)
• 〈S; s〉→ s′ indicates that 〈S; s〉→∗ 〈; s′〉, that is, s′ is the resulting state of a termi-
nating execution of S in s);
• 〈S; s〉→d ; s′ indicates that for some y∈Vard, either 〈S; s〉→∗ 〈x?y; S ′; s′〉, with
= s′(x), or 〈S; s〉→∗ 〈?y; S ′; s′〉, with = s′(creator). In words, 〈S; s〉→d ; s′ in-
dicates that there exists a computation of S in state s reaching an input statement
which involves reading a value of type d from the process .
By !c we denote the set D×O×c, where 〈d; ; s〉 indicates that the process s(self)
is about to read a value of type d from  in state s.
Let S ∈Statc, we de5ne
M (S) ∈ c → (P(c)×P(!c))
by
M (S)(s) = 〈{s′ | 〈S; s〉 → s′}; {〈d; ; s′〉 | 〈S; s〉 →d ; s′}〉:
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In the sequel, we denote the 5rst component of M (S)(s), which gives the resulting
states of all terminating computations of S in s, by M(S)(s), and its second component,
which provides information about all possible internal deadlock states reachable by an
execution of S in s, by M(S)(s).
For X a set of internal states, we de5ne
M (S)(X ) = 〈{s′ | 〈S; s〉 → s′; s ∈ X }; {〈d; ; s′〉 | 〈S; s〉 →d ; s′; s ∈ X }〉:
A key notion in de5ning M () in terms of the above initial=5nal state semantics
of statements is that of a complete system of processes whose internal states are
compatible.
Denition 10. Given a program  of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉, a
global state ∈ is compatible if the following holds:
• there exists only one process, namely (root) in the root-class cn, that is, (cn)=
{(root)};
• the existing processes form an (unordered) tree of creation with at the root of the
tree the root-process (root) and for each existing process in class ci, i=1; : : : ; n,
an unique node with its children the processes it has created (as recorded by its
internal state);
• for every pair of existing processes  and , with  the creator of , it is the case
that ()(creator)= ;
• for every type d and pair of existing processes  and , ():ind()4 ():outd(),
i.e. the sequence of values of type d which  has received from  is a pre5x of the
sequence of values that actually have been sent by .
Restricting to complete systems of processes which form a tree of creation ensures
compatibility of the local creation histories. It is worthwhile to observe that it is not
suNcient to require the local creation histories of any two distinct existing processes to
be disjoint. This requirement guarantees that each process has an unique creator but it
does not exclude cycles in the creation ordering (for example, two processes creating
each other).
In order to de5ne M () compositionally we still need the following crucial operation
of the construction of a (compatible) global state from a given set of internal states.
Denition 11. We assume given a program  with classes c1; : : : ; cn (cn being the
root-class). Let Xi⊆P(ci), for i=1; : : : ; n. We de5ne
∏n
i=1 Xi⊆P() by
n∏
i=1
Xi = { |  is compatible and () ∈ Xi; for  ∈ (ci); i = 1; : : : ; n}:
Let Xi⊆P(ci) and Yi⊆!ci , for i=1; : : : ; n. Then
∏n
i=1〈Xi; Yi〉⊆P() denotes the
set of (compatible) global states  such that
• there exists a class ci, i=1; : : : ; n, and an existing process  in class ci such that for
some d and existing process , 〈d; ; ()〉 ∈Yi;
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• for every class ci, i=1; : : : ; n, and existing process  in class ci, either ()∈Xi or
〈d; ; ()〉 ∈Yi, for some d and existing process ;
• for every class ci, i=1; : : : ; n, and existing process  in class ci, if 〈d; ; ()〉 ∈Yi,
for some d and existing , then ()(ind)()= ()(outd)().
Note that
∏n
i=1〈Xi; Yi〉 thus collects all possible global deadlock states consisting
of internal states of processes in class ci in Xi, the terminated processes, or Yi, the
suspended processes.
Finally we have arrived at the following compositionality theorem.
Theorem 12. Let  be of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉. We have; for
an initial state s of the root-process;
M ()(s) =
{∏n
i=1 M(Si)(Xi) if
∏n
i=1 M (Si)(Xi) = ∅;
 otherwise;
where Xi = {s∈ci | s is an initial state}; for 16i¡n; and Xn= {s}.
Proof. We 5rst show that
∏n
i=1 M (Si)(Xi) = ∅ indeed implies 〈X0; sˆ〉→ , where X0 =
{〈s(self); Sn〉} and sˆ denotes the initial global state where only the root-process with its
initial internal state s exists: Let ∈ ∏ni=1M (Si)(Xi). So, for i=1; : : : ; n and ∈ (ci),
there exists a computation
〈Si; s〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉;
where s ∈ci , for i¡n, denotes an initial state of , i.e. s(self)= , and s = s,
for = (root), moreover, R either denotes , the terminated statement, or it de-
notes a statement which starts with a blocked input-statement x?y (or ?y), that is,
()(ind)()= ()(outd)(), for = ()(x) (or = ()(creator), in case of an in-
put ?y), assuming that y∈Vard.
We show that 〈X0; sˆ〉→  by constructing an interleaving of the given local compu-
tations 〈Si; s〉→∗ 〈R; ()〉, ∈ (ci), i=1; : : : ; n. We start with 〈X0; sˆ〉. Suppose we
have constructed a computation
〈X0; sˆ〉 →∗ 〈X; ′〉;
where, for i=1; : : : ; n, ′(ci)⊆ (ci), and, for ∈ ′(ci), we have 〈; R′〉 ∈X , with R′
such that
〈Si; s〉 →∗ 〈R′; ′()〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉:
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Suppose it is not the case that 〈X; ′〉 →: So there exists a local transition (of a process
 in ′)
〈R′; ′()〉 →〈R′′ ; s′〉
which is enabled in 〈X; ′〉. We distinguish the following three cases:
(1) We have = 〈; 〉, for some  and . So the transition involves reading  from .
That is, R′≡ x?y;R′′ , with ′()(x)= , or R′≡ ?y;R′, with ′()(creator)= .
Moreover, we have that s′(ind)()= ′()(ind)() · . Note that locally  is selected
arbitrarily. However, we are given that this input is also enabled in ′, i.e.  is
the 5rst element of ′():outd()− ′():ind().
We prove that s′(ind)()4 ()(ind)(): Since  is the 5rst element of
′():outd() − ′():ind(), it follows that s′(ind)()4 ′()(outd)(). By
de5nition of the global transition relation the process  exists in ′. Thus, from
the existence of the local computation 〈R; ′()〉→∗ 〈R; ()〉, we derive that
′()(outd)()4 ()(outd)(). Consequently, we have s′(ind)()4 ()(outd)().
Furthermore, since  is compatible, we also have that ()(ind)() is a pre-
5x of ()(outd)(). So, if it is not the case that s′(ind)()4 ()(ind)(), we
have that ()(ind)() is a proper pre5x of s′(ind)(). This in turn implies that
()(ind)()4 ′()(ind)(), however from the local computation 〈R′; ′()〉→∗
〈R; ()〉 it follows that ′()(ind)() is proper pre5x of ()(ind)().
We thus may infer from the deterministic control structure of R′ that also
〈R′; ′()〉 →〈R′′ ; s′〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉:
(2) We have = ∈Oc. It follows from the deterministic control structure of R′ that
〈R′; ′()〉
′→〈R′′ ; s′′〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉;
for some ′ ∈Oc and state s′′. However, we also have that ′ =∈ ′(c): Suppose,
on the contrary, that ′ ∈ ′(c). By de5nition of the global transition relation
there exists a process  in ′ di.erent from  such that ′ occurs in ′()(c).
Since ′()(c)4 ()(c) and s′′(c)4 ()(c), it thus follows that ′ occurs both
in ()(c) and ()(c), which contradicts the compatibility of .
(3) The label  is empty. So the transition either involves the execution of an assign-
ment, or the evaluation of a boolean guard, or the execution of an output-statement.
Because of the deterministic control structure of R′, it follows that
〈R′; ′()〉 → 〈R′′ ; s′〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉:
Summarizing, in all the three cases above we can extend the given global computation
〈X0; sˆ0〉→∗ 〈X; ′〉 by a global transition 〈X; ′〉→ 〈X ′; ′′〉 such that for i=1; : : : ; n,
′′(ci)⊆ (ci), and, for ∈ ′′(ci), we have 〈; R′′ 〉 ∈X ′, with R′′ such that
〈Si; s〉 →∗ 〈R′′ ; ′′()〉 →∗ 〈R; ()〉:
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Proceeding in this manner we eventually will arrive at a global deadlock situation
(note that we have only ;nitely many computations 〈Si; s〉→∗ 〈R; ()〉, ∈ (ci),
i=1; : : : ; n):
〈X0; sˆ0〉 →∗ 〈X; ′〉 → :
Conversely,
∏n
i=1M (Si)(Xi)= ∅ implies the absence of a deadlocking (global) compu-
tation, i.e. 〈X0; sˆ〉 → , with 〈X0; sˆ〉 as above, because the existence of a deadlocking
computation
〈X0; sˆ〉 →∗ 〈X; 〉 →
implies by de5nition of the global transition relation that, for i=1; : : : ; n and ∈ (ci),
〈Si; s〉→∗ 〈R; ()〉, where 〈; R〉 ∈X and s is an initial state of , for i¡n, and
s = s, for = (root). It follows, for i=1; : : : ; n and ∈ (ci), that either ()∈
M(Si)(Xi) or 〈d; ; ()〉 ∈M(Si)(Xi), for some d and existing (in ) . Since 〈X;
〉 → we conclude that ∈ ∏ni=1M (Si)(Xi).
So let us now assume that
∏n
i=1M (Si)(Xi)= ∅ and that ∈
∏n
i=1M(Si)(Xi). So, for
i=1; : : : ; n and ∈ (ci), there exists a (terminating) computation
〈Si; s〉 →∗ 〈; ()〉;
where, as before, for 16i¡n, s ∈ci denotes an initial state of , i.e. s(self)= ,
and s = s, for = (root). As above we can construct a (global) interleaving 〈X0; sˆ〉→
〈X; ′〉 of these (local) computations such that X contains only pairs of the form
〈; 〉, ′(ci)⊆ (ci), and ′()= (), for ∈ ′(ci), i=1; : : : ; n. Note that indeed we
can reach a terminating con5guration 〈X; ′〉 because of the absence of a deadlocking
computation starting from the initial con5guration 〈X0; sˆ〉. Remains to be shown that
′(ci)= (ci), for i=1; : : : ; n. This follows by the assumption that the existing objects
in  form a tree of creation. So we can prove by induction on the depth of the
occurrence of an existing object  in  that  also exists in ′: By de5nition of the
global transition relation the root-process (root) clearly exists in ′. So let  in 
occur at depth n+1. By de5nition its creator  occurs at depth n and thus, by induction,
exists in ′. By de5nition of the tree of creation,  occurs in ()(ci) which equals
the sequence ′()(ci). By de5nition of the global transition relation we conclude that
 also exists in ′.
4. The assertion language
In this section we de5ne two di.erent assertion languages. An assertion describes
the state of (a part of) the system at one speci5c point during its execution. The
5rst assertion language describes the internal state of a single process. This is called
the local assertion language. The other one, the global assertion language, describes a
whole system of processes.
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In order to describe and reason about the internal state of a process and a complete
system of processes, we extend the set of data types D of the programming language.
First we introduce the supertype o of all processes, that is, we de5ne Oo=O. The type
of a communication involving a value of type d, we denote by the pair 〈o; d〉, where
o denotes the type of the communication partner which in general can be a process of
any class. We de5ne O〈o; d〉=Commd(=O×Od⊥). By B we denote the set of (basic)
types
{o} ∪ D ∪ ({o} × D);
with typical element b. Finally, we have the following set of all types
T = B ∪ {b∗ | b ∈ B}
with typical element t. The type of all (5nite) sequences of values of type b is denoted
by b∗ (Ob∗ denotes the set of all (5nite) sequences of values of type b). We have the
following simple sub-type relation: t⊆ t′ if and only if Ot ⊆Ot′ .
For every type t we introduce sets of logical variables LVart , with typical element
z. A variable z ∈LVart ranges over values of type t.
Furthermore, we assume given a set F of operators, with typical element f. To
each such an operator f corresponds a type (t1× · · · × tn)→ t (a predicate like identity
on integers, for example, is represented by a function of type (Int× Int)→Bool). We
assume for the operators f∈F a 5xed interpretation. The set F of operators will contain
apart from the standard repetoire of arithmetical and boolean operations, operations on
sequences like concatenation, append, projection, etc. For example, the operation |·|
applied to a sequence yields its length, the empty sequence will be denoted by , etc.
4.1. The local assertion language
We de5ne the set LExpct of expressions of the local assertion language of type t in
class c, with typical element l. An expression l∈LExpct can be evaluated by a process
of class c and the value to which it refers will be of type t.
Denition 13. We de5ne LExpct by (assuming LExp
c
t ⊆LExpct′ , for t⊆ t′)
l(∈ LExpct ) ::= e if e∈Expct
| z if z ∈ LVart
| creator if t = o
| c if t = c∗
| ind if t = 〈o; d〉∗
| outd if t = 〈o; d〉∗
| f(l1; : : : ; ln) if f : (t1 × · · · × tn)→ t; li ∈ LExpcti
Note that the type of creator is o. This re7ects the fact that the creator can be of any
class (and to which class it actually belongs is not known by the created process).
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A local expression l is evaluated with respect to an internal state s in class c and
a logical environment ! which assigns to each logical variable z ∈LVart an element
of Ot .
Denition 14. We de5ne Val(l)(s)(!)∈Ot , where l∈LVarct and s∈c, by a straight-
forward induction on l. We treat the following cases:
• Val(e)(s)(!)= s(e): The value of an expression e∈Expcd in the state s we denote
by s(e) (it is de5ned by a standard induction on e).
• Val(z)(s)(!)=!(z): Logical variables obtain their values from the logical environ-
ment.
• Val(creator)(s)(!)= s(creator).
• Val(c)(s)(!)= s(c): The class name c denotes the sequence s(c) of processes in
class c that have been created by the process.
• Val(ind)(s)(!)= s(ind): The expression ind simply denotes s(ind).
• Val(outd)(s)(!)= s(outd): The expression outd simply denotes the sequence
s(outd).
In the sequel, we will also use the expression ind(l) to denote the sequence of
values of type d received from l (and outd(l) to denote the sequence of values of
type d sent to l), with l∈LExpco . Formally, we de5ne Val(ind(l))(s)(!)= s(ind)()
(and similarly, Val(outd(l))(s)(!)= s(outd)()), where Val(l)(s)(!)= .
Denition 15. The set LAssc of local assertions in class c, with typical element p, is
de5ned as follows:
p ::= l | ¬p |p1 ∧ p2 | ∃zp | ∃z ∈ lp | ∃z  lp
Basic local assertions are boolean local expressions l∈LExpcBool. Quanti5cation can
be applied only to logical variables. Unrestricted quanti5cation is only allowed in case
of integer and boolean logical variables. Thus, in an assertion ∃zp the variable z is
required to be of type Int or Bool. In a restricted quanti5cation ∃z ∈ lp 1 the variable z is
of type b and l is of type b∗. The assertion ∃z ∈ lp amounts to stating the existence of
an element in the sequence denoted by l for which p holds. In a restricted quanti5cation
∃z lp both the variable z and the expression l are of a sequence type b∗. The assertion
∃z lp amounts to stating the existence of a subsequence of l for which p holds.
We shall regard other logical connectives (∨;→;∀) as abbreviations for combinations
of the above ones.
Local assertions p∈LAssc are evaluated with respect to an internal state of a process
of class c and a logical environment. The notation s; ! |=p indicates that p holds in
s and !. Restricted quanti5cation of (logical) variables ranging over (structures of)
1 The operation ∈ here generalizes set-theoretical membership to sequences.
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processes ensures that the evaluation of a local assertion indeed only depends on the
internal state of a process. The formal truth de5nition of a local assertion p proceeds
by a completely standard induction on the complexity of p and is therefore omitted.
Denition 16. A local assertion p is valid, notation |= p, if s; ! |=p, for every s
and !.
Example 17. In order to describe the behaviour of a P-process (of the example program
in Section 2) we introduce 5rst the following operation: For any sequence  of natural
numbers and the value ⊥ we denote by   | n the subsequence of  of those numbers
which are not divisible by n (we assume that ⊥ is not divisible by any number and
we de5ne   | ⊥ =). Given this operation, the local assertion
outInt(l) = inInt(creator) |m
in class P thus expresses that stream of the natural numbers sent to l is exactly the
sequence of values received from creator which are not divisible by m.
Denition 18. The correctness of a process in isolation is speci5ed by a local cor-
rectness formula of the form I : {p}S{q}, where S ∈Statc, p; q∈LAssc, and I is a
(5nite) set of assertions Id(z)∈LAssc, with d∈D and z ∈LVaro.
The assertions p and q are called the precondition and postcondition. The precon-
dition p and the postcondition q describe the initial and 5nal states of terminating
computations of S. The assertion Id(z), with d∈D and logical variable z of the super-
type o, is intended to describe the intermediate states of computations of S starting in
a state which satis5es p and where control is about to read a value of type d from
the process denoted by z.
Formally, we have the following truth de5nition.
Denition 19. A correctness formula I : {p}S{q} is valid, notation |= I : {p}S{q}, if
for every s∈c (assuming S ∈Statc) and logical environment !, if s; ! |= p then
• for every s′ ∈M(S)(s), we have s′; ! |= q;
• for every 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S)(s), we have s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
Example 20. Consider the example program in Section 2. Let Prime denote the state-
ment describing the behaviour of processes in class P. Then
I : {p}Prime{q}
is a valid correctness formula, where
• IInt(z) ≡ P4 〈l〉 ∧ nil =∈ inInt(creator) ∧ z= creator;
• p ≡ inInt=  ∧ outInt=  ∧ P= ;
• q ≡ P4 〈l〉 ∧ nil= last(inInt(creator)) ∧ m= first(inInt(creator)) ∧ outInt(l)=
inInt(creator)  |m.
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(Syntactic identity we denote by ‘≡’.) The assertion IInt(z), with of z of type o, ex-
presses that whenever control is about to read an integer, at most one process in class P
has been created (4 denotes the pre5x ordering on sequences) and the value of nil has
not yet been received from its creator. The additional conjunct z= creator expresses
that the process only inputs integers from its creator. The precondition p simply states
that initially no numbers have been read or sent and that no processes have been cre-
ated. The postcondition expresses that at most the l-link has been created; that nil is the
last element read; that m contains the 5rst value read; and, 5nally, what is expressed
by inInt(creator)  | m as explained above.
Let Gen denote the statement describing the behaviour of the generator of the ex-
ample program. Then
I : {P =  ∧ outInt = }Gen{P = 〈f〉 ∧ outInt(f) = natseq(n)}
is a valid correctness speci5cation, where natseq denotes the operation which given a
natural number n yields the sequence 〈2; : : : ; n;⊥〉 and IInt(z) equals false. The fact that
IInt(z) is false expresses that the execution of the generator does not involve inputs. The
precondition states that no processes have been created and no outputs have occurred
yet. The postcondition states that only the f-process has been created, and that the
values 2; : : : ; n;⊥, with n the value of the variable n, have been sent to f in that order.
Example 21. It is worthwhile to mention that we do not have the validity of
I : {true}x := new{y = x}
(with y distinct from x). In fact, the operational semantics of x := new only requires
the newly created process to be distinct from the set of processes that were locally
created before. The information that the newly created process is distinct from all
the known processes can only be obtained from the compatibility requirement that all
processes form a tree of creation. This requires reasoning on the level of global states.
In the section on completeness a further discussion of this example is given. Here
we only mention that, alternatively, the introduction of the additional information that
the newly created process is distinct from all the known processes requires only a
simple modi5cation of the (local) operational semantics of process creation. Note that
a process only knows those processes that have been created by it or that have been
received via some input.
4.2. The global assertion language
The set GExpt of global expressions of type t, with typical element g, is de5ned as
follows.
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Denition 22. We de5ne GExpt by (assuming GExpt ⊆GExpt′ , if t⊆ t′)
g(∈ GExpt) ::= z if z ∈ LVart
| g:x if x ∈ Vart ; g ∈ GExpc
| g:creator if t = o; g ∈ GExpc
| g:c if t = c∗; g ∈ GExpc′
| g:ind if t = 〈o; d〉∗; g ∈ GExpc′
| g:outd if t = 〈o; d〉∗; g ∈ GExpc′
| f(g1; : : : ; gn) if f : (t1 × · · · × tn)→ t; gi ∈ GExpti
A global expression g is evaluated with respect to a compatible global state  and
a logical environment which are consistent.
Denition 23. A (compatible) global state  and a logical environment ! are consistent
if the following holds:
• the internal state of every existing process  only involves existing processes;
• for every logical variable z, !(z) involves only existing processes.
Denition 24. Let g∈GExpt . Furthermore, let  and ! be such that  and ! are
consistent. We de5ne Val(g)()(!)∈Ot by a straightforward induction on g. We
present the following cases:
• Val(z)()(!)=!(z): Logical variables obtain their values from the logical environ-
ment.
• The expression g:x denotes the value of the variable x belonging to the process
denoted by g: Let Val(g)()(!)= .
Val(g:x)()(!) =
{
()(x) if  =⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
• Let Val(g)()(!) = (∈Oc⊥) and  be such that  occurs in ()(c).
Val(g:cretor)()(!) =
{
 if  =⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
• Let Val(g)()(!)= (∈Oc⊥).
Val(g:c)()(!) =
{
()(c) if  =⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
• Let Val(g)()(!)= .
Val(g:ind)()(!) =
{
()(ind) if  =⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
• Let Val(g)()(!)= .
Val(g:outd)()(!) =
{
()(outd) if  =⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
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Since  and ! are consistent it follows that Val(g)()(!{=z}), for every global ex-
pression g, only involves existing (in ) processes. This can be proved by a straight-
forward induction on the complexity of g.
We observe that the semantics of global expressions gives rise to the phenomenon
of aliasing. For example, if g and g′ refer to the same process then g: x and g′: x are
aliases.
Denition 25. The set GAss of global assertions, with typical element P, is de5ned
as follows:
P ::= g | ¬P |P1 ∧ P2 | ∃z P
Here g denotes a boolean global expression.
A global assertion P is evaluated with respect to a complete system of processes
and a logical environment which are consistent, notation ; ! |=P. Its formal de5nition
proceeds by a straightforward induction on the complexity of P and is therefore omitted.
Here we only remark that quanti5cation over integers and booleans is interpreted as
usual. However, quanti5cation over (structures involving) processes is interpreted as
ranging only over the existing processes, i.e., the processes that have been created up
to the current point in the execution of the program (this interpretation of quanti5cation
is inspired by Scott [11]). For example, we have ; ! |=∃zP, where z ∈LVarc, if and
only if there exists ∈ (c) such that ; !{=z} |=P.
Example 26. The assertion ∃z true is true in some state i. there exists a process in
class c (assuming z to be of type c) in this state. 2
Denition 27. A global assertion P is valid, notation |=P, if ; ! |=P, for every (com-
patible) global state  and logical environment ! which are consistent.
It is important to note that we can actually express the requirement of compatibility
by a logical theory in the (global) assertion language. We assume given a program 
of the form 〈c1 ← S1; : : : ; cn−1 ← Sn−1 : cn ← Sn〉:
• The uniqueness of the root-process is simply expressed by
∃u∀z(u = z);
where u and z are of type cn (below we simply assume a global expression root
which denotes the root-object).
2 In quanti5cations of this form we exclude the value of nil. Alternatively, we could include the value
of nil in order to obtain a standard interpretation of 5rst-order quanti5cation involving non-empty domains
only.
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• The existence of a tree of creation is expressed by the following assertions: For each
class c∈{c1; : : : ; cn} we have the assertion
∀u; z(u = z → u:c ∩ z:c = );
where u and z are logical variables of type c (the operation ∩ here generalizes set-
theoretical intersection to sequences). This assertion holds in a state  if and only
if ()(c) and ()(c) have no processes in common, for any two distinct existing
objects  and .
Let u be a logical variable of type o, z a logical variable of type o∗, and, i a logical
variable of type Int. The assertion 3
∀u∃z
(
z[1] = root ∧ z[|z|] = u ∧ ∀i
(
16i ¡ |z| →
n∨
k=1
z[i + 1]∈ z[i]:ck
))
expresses that every existing object (represented by u) occurs on a path (represented
by z) starting from the root-process (the length of the sequence denoted by z is
given by |z|) such that each process (but the last) on this path is the creator of the
following one.
• Finally, the assertion∧
d
∀u; z(u:ind(z)  z:outd(u));
where d ranges over the 5nite set {c1; : : : ; cn; Int;Bool}, holds in a state  if and
only if ()(ind)()4 ()(outd)(), for any two existing objects  and .
Denition 28. Global correctness formulas describe the behaviour of a complete sys-
tem and are of the form {p}{Q}. The precondition p describes the initial internal
state of the root process. Initially, this root process is the only existing process, so it
is suNcient for the precondition of a complete system to describe only its local state.
On the other hand, the 5nal state of an execution of a complete system is described
by a global assertion Q. The meaning of the global correctness formula {p}{Q} can
be rendered as follows:
Any computation starting in a state which satis5es p does not deadlock, and
moreover, if its execution terminates, then q holds in the 5nal state.
Note that this interpretation is stronger than the usual partial correctness interpretation
in which absence of deadlock is not required.
Formally, we have the following truth de5nition.
3 The selection operation g[i] yields the ith element of the sequence denoted by g (in case i is greater
than the length of g it yields the value of nil).
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Denition 29. A global correctness formula {p}{Q} is valid, notation |= {p}{Q},
if the following holds. For every initial state s of the root-process and every logical
environment ! which is consistent with the initial global state where only the root-
process exists with internal state s, if s; ! |=p then M ()(s) =  and ; ! |=Q, for
∈M ()(s) such that  and ! are consistent.
Example 30. Let  be the example program in Section 2. We have the validity of the
global correctness formula:
{P =  ∧ outInt = }{∃z∀16i6|z| (z[i]:m = prime(i))};
where the logical variable u is of type G and the logical variable z is of type P∗.
The precondition of the root process simply states that initially no processes have been
created and no outputs have occurred yet. The postcondition states the existence of a
sequence of P-processes such that the value of m of the ith process is the ith prime
number (prime(n) holds if and only if n is the nth prime number).
5. The proof system
We start with the local proof system which allows us to reason about the correctness
of a single process. This local proof system actually consists of a logical formulation
of the operational semantics of statements in terms of local correctness formulas.
5.1. The local proof system
Assignment: We have the following axiomatization of an assignment statement:
I : {p[e=x]}x := e{p}:
Here p[e=x] denotes the result of substituting every occurrence of x in p by the ex-
pression e. Note that aliasing does not arise here because we are reasoning about the
e.ect of an assignment with respect to the internal state of a process and the variable x
does not have aliases in the local assertion language. Thus, the only di.erence with the
standard assignment axiom is the addition of an arbitrary I , which is correct because
the execution of a simple assignment does not involve any inputs.
Creation: In order to overcome the problem that a newly created process cannot
be referred to in the state prior to its creation we introduce a strongest postcondition
axiomatization of a statement x := new. The execution of a creation statement x := new
by some process , with x of type c, will a.ect the value of x and the sequence of
processes in class c created so far by . This sequence of processes is represented in
the local assertion language by c itself. To describe the strongest postcondition of such
a creation statement x := new with respect to a given precondition p we therefore
introduce a fresh variable z of type c∗. This variable z will be used to freeze the
initial value of c. Furthermore, we introduce a fresh logical variable u of type c in
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order to freeze the initial value of x. The local assertion p[z=c; u=x] then expresses
that p holds for the old values of c and x (p[z=c; u=x] denotes the result of replacing
simultaneously c and x in p by z and u). The new values of c and x then are described
by c= z · x∧ x =∈ z, i.e. c is obtained by appending the value of x to z and the value of
x does not appear in z.
We thus arrive at the following axiomatization of a new-statement. Let x∈Varc;
z ∈LVarc∗ and u ∈ LVarc (z and u not occurring in p). Moreover, we assume that
the statement x := new belongs to a description of a class di.erent from c.
I : {p ∧ u = x ∧ z = c}x := new{p[z=c; u=x] ∧ c = z · x ∧ x =∈ z}:
(Actually, to be really precise we also should include the conjunct x = nil to the above
postcondition.) Also here any I applies because the execution of a new-statement does
not involve any inputs. In case x := new does belong to the description of class c we
have simply to add the conjunct x = self to the above postcondition.
Output: An output statement is axiomatized as follows. Let e be of type d.
I : {p[outd · 〈x; e〉=outd]}x!e{p}:
The substitution operation p[outd · 〈x; e〉=outd] replaces every occurrence of outd in p
by the expression outd · 〈x; e〉, which denotes the result of appending the output 〈x; e〉
to outd.
Input: Next, we consider an axiomatization of input statements x?y and ?y, with
y∈Vard. In the case of an input statement x?y we assume x and y to be distinct
variables (it is straightforward to adopt the rule below to the case of an input state-
ment x?x). A weakest precondition axiomatization requires an unrestricted universal
quanti5cation of the variable y in the given postcondition because the value of y is
selected arbitrarily. In case d∈C, the local assertion language however does not allow
such an unrestricted quanti5cation. Therefore for input-statements in general a strongest
postcondition axiomatization is more appropriate. We introduce a fresh logical variable
u of type d∗ to freeze the initial value of ind and a fresh logical variable v of type d
to freeze the initial value of y.
|= p ∧ z = x → Id(z)
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}x?y{p[u=ind; v=y] ∧ ind = u · 〈x; y〉}
and
|= p ∧ z = creator→ Id(z)
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}?y{p[u=ind; v=y] ∧ ind = u · 〈creator; y〉}
Observe that the postcondition does not constrain (the value of) y.
Example 31. We clearly have that
|= (inInt =  ∧ z = creator)→ (nil =∈ inInt(creator) ∧ z = creator):
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So by the input axiom above we derive
{nil =∈ inInt(creator) ∧ z = creator}:
{inInt =  ∧ u = inInt}?b{u =  ∧ inInt = u · 〈creator; b〉}
Note that the postcondition implies inInt(creator)= 〈b〉.
We have the following the rule for sequential composition.
Sequential composition:
I : {p}S1{r} I : {r}S2{q}
I : {p}S1; S2{q}
So in order to prove that I characterizes all the inputs of S1; S2 one has, naturally, to
prove that I characterizes both the inputs of S1 and S2.
We have the following straightforward adaptations of the usual rules for the choice
construct and the while-statement.
Choice:
I : {p ∧ e}S1{r} I : {p ∧ ¬e}S2{q}
I : {p}if e then S1 else S2 fi{q}
Iteration:
I : {p ∧ e}S{p}
I : {p} while e do S od{p ∧ ¬e}
Note that the local assertion p here plays the role of the usual loop-invariant.
The usual consequence rule allows for strengthening of the precondition and weak-
ening of the postcondition.
Consequence rule:
|= p→ p′ I : {p′}S{q′} |= q′ → q
I : {p}S{q}
Finally, we conclude the exposition of the local proof system with the following sub-
stitution rule.
Substitution rule: Let l be a local expression and z a logical variable of the same
type.
I : {p}S{q}
I : {p[l=z]S{q}
provided z does not occur (free) in q or I . Here p[l=z] denotes the usual substitution
operation of replacing every occurrence of z in p by l.
Let  I : {p}S{q} denote that the local correctness formula I : {p}S{q} is derivable
from the local proof system, assuming as additional axioms all valid local assertions.
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5.2. The global proof system
In this section we show how to specify and prove the partial correctness and ab-
sence of deadlock of a program  in terms of the local speci5cations of its process
descriptions.
First, we de5ne a transformation of a local assertion to a global one. This transfor-
mation will be used to specify the global behaviour of a program in terms of the local
behaviour of its processes.
Denition 32. Given a local assertion p in class c and a global expression g of type
c we de5ne a substitution operation p[g=self ] which results in a global assertion. This
assertion denotes the result of evaluating the local assertion p in the process denoted
by the global expression g. The de5nition proceeds by a straightforward induction on
the complexity of the local assertion p. The following are the main characteristic cases:
self[g=self] = g
x[g=self] = g:x
c[g=self] = g:c
ind[g=self] = g:ind
outd[g=self] = g:outd
(∃z ∈ lp)[g=self] = ∃z(z ∈ l[g=self] ∧ p[g=self])
We next show how to characterize in the global assertion language deadlock con5gu-
rations.
Denition 33. Given SI = 〈I 1; : : : ; I n〉 and Sq= 〈q1; : : : ; qn〉, with I k a set of local asser-
tions I kd (z); d ∈ D, in class ck , and qk a local assertion in class ck .
Let k(uk), with uk a logical variable of type ck , be the following (global) assertion:
∨
d∈D
∃z(uk :ind(z) = z:outd(uk) ∧ I kd (z)[uk=self]);
where D = {c1; : : : ; cnInt;Bool}.
We have that ; !{=uk} |= k(uk) if and only if (); !{=uk ; =z} |= I kd (z), for some
d and existing process  such that ()(ind)() = ()(outd)(). In words, k(uk)
holds for a process  if there exists a process  such that, for some type d, the values
of type d that have been sent by  to  all have been consumed by .
Next, we introduce the global assertion !( SI ; Sq) which describes all possible deadlock
con5gurations under the assumption that the 5nal states of processes in class ck are
characterized by qk :
∨
k
∃ukk(uk) ∧
∧
k
∀uk(qk [uk=self] ∨ k(uk));
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where k ranges over 1; : : : ; n and uk is of type ck . The assertion
∨
k ∃zkk(zk) states the
existence of a suspended process, as explained above. The assertion
∧
k ∀uk(qk [uk=self ]
∨ k(uk)) states that all (existing) processes have either terminated or are suspended.
Example 34. We illustrate the above by a (sketch of) a proof of absence of deadlock
of the example program given in Section 2. It can be shown that
I : {inInt =  ∧ P = }Prime{P  〈l〉 ∧ (P = 〈l〉 → nil ∈ outInt(l))};
where IInt(z)≡ P4 〈l〉 ∧ z= creator ∧ nil =∈ inInt(creator), and
I ′ : {P = }Gen{P = 〈f〉 ∧ nil ∈ outInt(f)};
where I ′Int(z)≡ false, are derivable from the local proof system (Prime denotes the
statement of the example program describing the class P and Gen denotes the statement
describing the generator).
Let q denote the postcondition P4 〈l〉 ∧ (P= 〈l〉→ nil∈ outInt(l)) and q′ be the post-
condition P= 〈f〉∧nil∈ outInt(f). Now all possible deadlock con5gurations of the com-
plete program are described by the global assertion !:
∃u; z(u:ininInt(z)= z:outInt(u) ∧ IInt(z)[u=self]) ∧
∀u(q[u=self] ∨ ∃z(u:inInt(z)= z:outInt(u) ∧ IInt(z)[u=self])) ∧
∀v(q′[v=self])
(The logical variable u is of type P and the logical variable v is of type G.) To prove
absence of deadlock we thus have to show that !→ false: First we observe that
|= !→ ∀u(u:P  〈u:l〉) ∧ ∀v(v:P = 〈v:f〉)
(Again, u ranges over P-processes whereas the type of v is G.) Since we restrict to
states which form a tree of creation it thus follows that the existing processes form
a l-chain with the root-process at the head of the chain. Let  be a process in class
P such that ∃z(u:inInt(z)= z:outInt(u)∧ IInt(z)[u=self]) holds when u is interpreted as .
So nil ∈ inInt(creator) holds for , i.e.  has not yet read nil from its creator. Let , a
P-process, be the creator of . Since  has not yet received nil from  and the values
sent by  have all been read by  (as indicated by ∃z(u:inInt(z)= z:outInt(u)∧ z=
creator)),  has not yet send the value of nil to . So  is not terminated (because
q[u=self], when u is interpreted as , implies nil∈ outInt(l), since P= 〈l〉 holds in the
internal state of ) and thus ∃z(u:inInt(z)= z:outInt(u)∧ IInt(z)[u=self]) holds also when
u denotes . Continuing in this way we arrive at the 5rst P-process in the chain,
for which also ∃z(u:inInt(z)= z:outInt(u)∧ IInt(z)[u=self]) holds. Thus we derive that
its creator, i.e. the generator, has not yet sent nil to its f-link which contradicts the
postcondition q′ of the generator. We observe here that given the expressibility of the
compatibility predicate we can formalize the above argument in the logic of the global
assertion language.
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Finally, we have arrived at the following program rule.
Program rule: Let = 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉 in
I 1 : {p1}S1{q1}; : : : ; I n : {pn}Sn{qn}; |= ¬!( SI ; Sq)
{p}{∧i ∀zi(qi[zi=self])}
where SI = 〈I 1; : : : ; I n〉 and Sq= 〈q1; : : : ; qn〉. The index-variable i in the postcondition
ranges over 1; : : : ; n.
The 5rst n premisses of this rule should be interpreted as being derivable from the
local proof system. Here pk , for 16k¡n, denotes the local assertion∧
x∈Vi
x = nil ∧
∧
d
(ind =  ∧ outd = ) ∧
∧
c
c = ;
where Vi denotes the set of program variables occurring in Si, d ranges over {c1 : : : ; cn;
Int;Bool}, and c ranges over {c1 : : : ; cn}. The assertion pk thus describes the initial
internal state of newly created processes of class ck . On the other hand, pn denotes
the local assertion
p ∧
∧
x∈V
x = nil ∧
∧
d
(ind =  ∧ outd = ) ∧
∧
c
c = ;
where V ⊆⋃c Varc denotes the set of program variables (which are of some type c)
occurring in Sn. The assertion pn describes the initial internal state of the root process.
In the conclusion of the program rule we take as precondition the precondition of
the local process of the root process because initially only this process exists. The
postcondition
∧
i ∀zi(qi[zi=self]), zi a logical variable of type ci, expresses that the
5nal internal state of every existing process of class ci is characterized by the local
assertion qi. Validity of ¬!( SI ; Sq) guarantees absence of deadlock.
We conclude the presentation of the global proof system with the following (global)
consequence rule:
Consequence rule:
|= p→ p′; {p′}{Q′}; |= Q′ → Q
{p}{Q} :
Example 35. Let  be the example program in Section 2. Consider the correctness
formulas of Example 20. It is not diNcult to derive these from the local proof system.
Absence of deadlock we have already established in the above example. Let q be the
postcondition
P = 〈f〉 ∧ outInt(f) = natseq(n)
of the generator and q′ be the postcondition
P  〈l〉 ∧ nil = last(outInt(l)) ∧m = first(inInt(creator)∧
outInt(l) = inInt(creator) |m
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of processes in class P. Here we argue that
(∀u q′[u=self] ∧ ∀v q[v=self])→ ∃z∀16i6|z|(z[i]:m = prime(i))
First of all, since P= 〈f〉 holds for the generator and P4 〈l〉 for the P-processes, it
follows from the existence of a tree of creation that the P-processes form a l-chain
with the generator at head. Let m + 1 be the length of this chain. We prove that the
l-chain 1; : : : ; m of P-processes is such that the value of m of i is the ith prime num-
ber and the sequence read by i is the sub-sequence of 2; : : : ; n;⊥, with n the value of
n of the root-process, of those numbers not divisible by any prime less than the ith
prime (we assume that ⊥ is not divisible by any number). Assume we have constructed
the sequence 1; : : : ; k , with k¡m (the base case is treated in a similar way). For k+1
we take the process l of k . We have that the sequence of data k+1 has received is a
pre5x of the sequence of data sent by k . We are given that the sequence sent by k
is exactly the sequence of numbers received which are not divisible by its m. Thus we
derive from the construction of the sequence 1; : : : ; k that the sequence sent by k
to its l-process k+1 is the sub-sequence of 2; : : : ; n;⊥ of those values not divisible by
any prime less than or equal to the kth prime. Moreover, since nil= last(inInt(creator))
holds for k+1, we have that the sequence of data received by k+1 equals the sequence
of data sent by k . Furthermore, since m= first(inInt(creator)), it follows that m of
k+1 equals the k+1th prime. We observe here that, given the expressibility of the com-
patibility predicate, the above argument can be fully formalized in the global assertion
language and its corresponding logic.
Let  {p}{Q} denote that the correctness formula {p}{Q} is derivable from the
global proof system, assuming as additional axioms all valid global assertions.
6. Soundness
In this section we prove soundness of both the local and the global proof system.
Soundness of the local proof system essentially follows from the following properties
of the substitution operations of the local assertion language (the proof of which is
standard and therefore omitted).
Lemma 36. Let p∈LAssc. Then
• for l∈LExpcd and x∈Vard we have
s; ! |= p[l=x] if and only if s′; ! |= p;
where s′= s{Val(l)(s)(!)=x} results from s by assigning Val(l)(s)(!) to x;
• for l∈LExpcd; d= c′∗; for some c′; we have
s; ! |= p[l=c′] if and only if s′; ! |= p;
where s′= s{Val(l)(s)(!)=c′} results from s by assigning Val(l)(s)(!) to c′;
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• for l∈LExpct ; t= 〈o; d〉∗; we have
s; ! |= p[l=outd] if and only if s′; ! |= p;
where s′= s{Val(l)(s)(!)=outd} results from s by assigning Val(l)(s)(!) to outd;
• for l∈LExpct ; t= 〈o; d〉∗; we have
s; ! |= p[l=ind] if and only if s′; ! |= p;
where s′= s{Val(l)(s)(!)=ind} results from s by assigning Val(l)(s)(!) to ind;
• for l∈LExpct and z ∈LVart ; we have
s; ! |= p[l=z] if and only if s; !′ |= p;
where !′=!{Val(l)(s)(!)=z} results from ! by assigning Val(l)(s)(!) to z.
The above substitution operations consist of the usual literal replacement of one
expression by the other.
The following theorem states the soundness of the local proof system.
Theorem 37. We have that  I : {p}S{q} implies |= I : {p}S{q}.
The proof of this theorem proceeds by a straightforward induction on the length of
the derivation (the details are given in the appendix).
In order to prove soundness of the global proof system we need the following
substitution lemma.
Lemma 38. Let p be a local assertion (in class c). We have for every (compatible)
global state  and logical environment ! which are consistent that
(); ! |= p if and only if ; !{=z} |= p[z=self];
for every ∈ (c) (z is a logical variable of type c which does not occur in p).
Proof. We 5rst have to show that
Val(l)(())(!) = Val(l[z=self])()(!{=z});
the proof of which proceeds by a straightforward induction on the complexity of l (and
is therefore omitted). We then can prove by induction on the complexity of p that
(); ! |= p i. ; !{=z} |= p[z=self]:
We treat the main interesting case of a quanti5cation of the form ∃u∈ lp (a quan-
ti5cation of the form ∃u  lp is treated similarly): By de5nition, (); ! |=∃u∈ lp
if and only if (); !{=u} |=p, for some ∈Val(l)(())(!). By the induction
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hypothesis for p we have that ; !{=u}{=z} |=p[z=self]. Since z and u are di.erent
we have ; !{=z}{=u} |=p[z=self]. By the above Val(l)(())(!)=Val(l[z=self])()
(!{=z}). Since  and ! are consistent it follows that Val(g)()(!{=z}), for every
global expression g, only involves existing (in ) processes (this can be proved by a
straightforward induction on the complexity of g). Thus  exists in  and so we have
by the truth-de5nition of global assertions that ; !{=z} |=∃u(u∈ l[z=self]∧p[z=self]).
By de5nition ∃u(u∈ l[z=self]∧p[z=self]) ≡ (∃u∈ lp)[z=self].
We conclude this section with a proof of the soundness of the program rule.
Theorem 39. Let = 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn← Sn〉. The validity of the local
correctness formulas I k : {pk}Sk{qk}; with pk as de;ned in the program rule; 16k6n;
and the validity of the global assertion ¬!( SI ; Sq); where SI = 〈I 1; : : : ; I n〉 and Sq= 〈q1; : : : ;
qn〉; implies the validity of {p}{
∧
i ∀zi qi[zi=self]}.
Proof. We 5rst show that the validity of ¬!( SI ; Sq) implies that M ()(s) = , whenever
s; ! |=p, where s denotes an initial state of the root-process. Suppose, on the contrary,
that s; ! |=p and M ()(s)= . By Theorem 12, there exists ∈ ∏ni=1 M (Si)(Xi), where
Xi = {s∈ci | s is an initial state}, for 16i¡n, and Xn= {s}. Let ∈ (ck), k =1; : : : ; n.
Then ()∈M(Sk)(Xk) or 〈d; ; ()〉 ∈M(Sk)(Xk), for some d and existing process 
such that ()(ind)()= ()(outd)(). From the validity of I k : {pk}Sk{qk}, 16k6n,
it thus follows, after an application of the substitution Lemma 38, that
; !{=uk} |= qk [uk=self]
(note that s′; ! |=pk , for s′ ∈Xk) or
; !{=uk ; =z} |= uk :ind(z) = z:outd(uk) ∧ Id(z)[uk=self];
where uk is a logical variable of type ck . It follows that
; !{=uk} |= ∃z(uk :ind(z) = z:outd(uk) ∧ I kd (z)[uk=self]) ∨ qk [uk=self]:
Moreover, there exists a process  in  such that 〈d; ; ()〉 ∈M(Sk)(Xk), for some
d and existing process  with ()(ind)()= ()(outd)(). So we have
; ! |=
∨
k
∃uk∃z(uk :ind(z) = z:outd(uk) ∧ I kd (z)[uk=self):
(k ranges over {1; : : : ; n}). We thus conclude that ; ! |=!( SI ; Sq), which contradicts the
validity of ¬!( SI ; Sq).
Next, we argue that ; ! |= ∧i ∀zi(qi[zi=self]), for ∈ ∏ni=1M(Si)(Xi), with Xi as
above: By de5nition of
∏n
i=1M(Si)(Xi), we have () ∈ M(Sk)(Xk), for every ∈
(ck); k =1; : : : ; n. Moreover, we have s′; ! |=pk , for s′ ∈ Xk and 16k6n. Thus,
we infer from the validity of I k : {pk}Sk{qk}, 16k6n that (); ! |= qk . By the
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substitution lemma 38 we derive ; !{=zk} |= qk [zk=self]. This holds for every  ∈
(ck), thus we conclude that ; ! |=∀zk(qk [zk=self]).
7. Completeness
In this section we prove the (relative) completeness of both the local and the global
proof system. We will assume the expressibility of certain sets of internal states in
the local assertion language. More precisely, for certain (recursively enumerable) sets
X ⊆c, for some c, we will assume the existence of a local assertion p such that
s; ! |=p if and only if s∈X . For the actual construction of such a local assertion we
refer to [12, 6].
Theorem 40. Every valid local correctness formula I : {p}S{q} is derivable.
The proof of this theorem, which proceeds by induction on the complexity of the
statement S, consists of a straightforward adaptation of the completeness proof of the
standard Hoare logic for sequential programs as, for example, given in [3] or [5]. The
details are given in the appendix. Here it is worthwhile to mention that locally we
cannot prove that newly created processes are in fact distinct from all known processes
(as recorded by the local state of the creating process). For example, we cannot prove
the local assertion (assuming y distinct from x)
I : {true}x := new{y = x}:
In fact, as already has been observed, this local correctness formula is not valid be-
cause the operational semantics of x := new only requires the newly created process to
be distinct from the set of processes that were locally created before. The information
that the newly created process is distinct from all the known processes can only be
obtained from the compatibility requirement that all processes form a tree of creation.
This requires reasoning on the level of global states. In practice, this may, in general,
complicate the correctness proof. However, it is straightforward to modify the opera-
tional semantics of creation statements such that the newly created process is distinct
from all the known processes (it suNces to require additionally that the identity of
the newly created process has not been received via some input). Given the projection
operation ↓2 such that
↓2 ( · 〈; 〉) =↓2 () · 
( here denotes a sequence of communications), this additional information is expressed
by the following simple local assertion
x =∈↓2 (inc);
assuming that x is of type c. Summarizing we obtain the following axiom.
I : {p ∧ u = x ∧ z = c}x := new{p[z=c; u=x] ∧ c = z · x ∧ x =∈↓2 (inc) ∧ x =∈ z}:
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It is easy to see that both soundness and completeness still hold for this alternative
axiomatization.
We conclude this section with a proof that every valid global correctness formula is
derivable.
Theorem 41. Let |= {p}{Q}; where  is of the form 〈c1← S1; : : : ; cn−1← Sn−1 : cn
← Sn〉. Then  {p}{Q}.
Proof. For d∈{c1; : : : ; cn; Int;Bool} and k =1; : : : ; n we assume the existence of a local
assertion I kd (z)∈LAssck such that s; ! |= I kd (z) if and only if 〈d;!(z); s〉 ∈M(Sk)(s′)
and s′; ! |=pk , for some state s′. Here pk , for 16k¡n, denotes the local assertion
which describes the initial internal state of newly created processes of class ck . On the
other hand, pn denotes the local assertion p∧p′, where p′ describes the initial internal
state of the root process. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a local assertion
qk , for k =1; : : : ; n, such that s; ! |= qk if and only if s∈M(Sk)(s′) and s′; ! |=pk ,
for some state s′. In fact, qk describes the strongest postcondition of the statement Sk
with respect to the precondition pk . By de5nition of the local assertions I kd (z) and
qk ; k =1; : : : ; n, we have the validity of
I k : {pk}Sk{qk}:
Given the completeness of the local proof system, we thus only need to prove the va-
lidity of ¬!( SI ; Sq) in order to apply the program rule ( SI = I 1; : : : ; I n and Sq= q1; : : : ; qk).
Suppose on the contrary that ; ! |=!( SI ; Sq). By de5nition of the assertions I kd (z); qk ,
and !( SI ; Sq), it follows that  ∈ ∏ni=1M (Si)(Xi), where Xi = {s∈ci | s is an initial
state}, for 16i¡n, and Xn= {s}, for some initial state of the root-process such that
s; ! |=p. However this contradicts the validity of {p}{Q} which implies (by Theo-
rem 12) that
∏n
i=1M (Si)(Xi)= ∅.
We thus derive by an application of the program rule the global correctness formula
{p}{∀zi(qi[zi=self])}:
Remains to show that ∀zi(qi[zi=self]) implies Q: Suppose ; ! |=∀zi(qi[zi=self]). So
(); ! |= qi, for every ∈ (ci); i=1; : : : ; n. By de5nition of qi it follows that ∈∏n
i=1 ∈M(Si)(Xi), where, as above, Xi = {s∈ci | s is an initial state}, for 16i¡n,
and Xn= {s}, for some initial state of the root-process such that s; ! |=p. We have that
M ()(s) =  (which follows from the given validity of {p}{Q}) and so we derive
by Theorem 12 that ∈M ()(s), and thus we conclude, again, from the validity of
{p}{Q}, that ; ! |=Q.
8. Conclusion
In this paper a 5rst, to the best of the author’s knowledge, compositional proof
system is introduced for a parallel programming language for dynamic networks of
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processes. An interesting consequence of a compositional reasoning pattern is that it
requires no formalization of the phenomenon of aliasing (this contrasts with the general
emphasis, see for example [1, 2], on aliasing in reasoning about references to objects
in object-oriented programming languages).
The work reported in this paper is a further development of [2, 7]. In [2] a non-
compositional proof system is introduced for a programming language which describes
dynamic networks composed of processes which communicate synchronously. In [7]
a 5rst step is taken towards a compositional proof system for reasoning about the
dynamic networks introduced in [2].
In this paper we have shown that dynamic networks of deterministic processes which
communicate asynchronously via FIFO bu.ers allow for a simple compositional char-
acterization. More precisely, the initial=5nal state semantics of such a dynamic network
can be described compositionally in terms of an initial=5nal state semantics of its pro-
cesses which includes information about its communications and creations. As such this
result can be viewed as a generalization of the compositional semantics of Kahn (data-
7ow) networks [9] (where the number of processes and the communication structure
is 5xed).
Finally, we remark that the assertion languages underlying the proof system presented
in this paper apply to the description of dynamic networks of processes in general. For
example, these languages apply to the description of networks of processes as they
arise in (parallel) object-oriented programming languages like Smalltalk [8] and Java,
and Coordination languages like Manifold [4]. Of interest in this context is the work
reported in [1, 10]. There di.erent Hoare-style proof systems for sequential object-
oriented languages are given which are based on the global store model as it has been
developed for the semantics of Algol-like languages. Characteristic of this global store
model is the use of explicit state-variables in the assertion language to denote the
values of the program variables. As such this model introduces a di.erence between
the abstraction level of the assertion language and that of the programming language
itself. Of particular interest therefore is the problem of a formal justi5cation of the
appropriateness of the abstraction level of a formalism for describing properties of
dynamic networks of processes.
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Appendix A. Soundness and completeness of the local proof system
Theorem A.1. We have that  I : {p}S{q} implies |= I : {p}S{q}.
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Proof. It suNces to show that the axioms and rules of the local proof system are
sound.
Assignment: We have to show that
|= I : {p[e=x]}x := e{p}:
Let s; ! |=p[e=x] and s′ ∈M(x := e)(s). By de5nition of M(x := e)(s) we have that
s′= s{s(e)=x} results from s by assigning s(e), the value of the expression e in s, to
x. By the corresponding substitution lemma we derive that s′; ! |=p. Furthermore, we
have M(x := e)(s)= ∅, consequently an arbitrary I applies.
Creation: We have to show that
|= I : {p ∧ u = x ∧ z = c}x := new{p[z=c; u=x] ∧ c = z · x ∧ x =∈ z)}
(we treat the case that x := new belongs to a description of a class di.erent from the
type of x). Let s; ! |=p∧ u= x∧ z= c and s′ ∈M(x := new)(s). It follows from the
corresponding substitution lemma that p∧ u= x∧ z= c logically implies p[z=c; u=x].
So we have s; ! |=p[z=c; u=x]. By de5nition of M(x := new)(s), s′= s{=x; s(c) · =c}
results from s by assigning an arbitrary ∈Oc which does not occur in s(c) to
x and appending  to s(c). Since s; ! |= u= x∧ z= c implies that !(u)= s(x) and
!(z)= s(c), we have by de5nition of s′ and the corresponding substitution lemma that
s′; ! |=p[z=c; u=x]. Moreover, it follows that s′; ! |= c= z · x∧ x =∈ z. Finally, M(x :=
new)(s)= ∅, consequently an arbitrary I applies.
Output: We have to show that
|= I : {p[outd · 〈x; e〉=outd]}x!e{p}
Let s; ! |= [poutd · 〈x; e〉=outd] and s′ ∈M(x!e)(s). By de5nition of M(x!e)(s), s′= s{s
(outd) · 〈s(x); s(e)〉=outd} results from s by appending 〈s(x); s(e)〉 to s(outd). By the
corresponding substitution lemma we conclude that s′; ! |=p. Furthermore, M(x!e)(s)
= ∅, consequently an arbitrary I applies.
Input: We prove the validity of the rule
|= p ∧ z = x → Id(z)
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}x?y{p[u=ind; v=y] ∧ ind = u · 〈x; y〉}
Let s; ! |=p∧ u= ind ∧ v=y and s′ ∈M(x?y)(s). By de5nition of M(x?y)(s), s′= s
{=y; s(ind) · 〈s(x); 〉=ind} results from s by assigning an arbitrary ∈Od⊥ to y and
appending 〈s(x); 〉 to s(ind). It follows from the corresponding substitution lemma
that p∧ u= ind ∧ v=y logically implies p[u=ind; v=y]. So we have s; ! |=p[u=ind; v=y].
Since s; ! |= u= ind ∧ v=y implies !(u)= s(ind) and !(v)= s(y) it follows from the
de5nition of s′ and the (corresponding) substitution lemma that s′; ! |=p[u=ind; v=y].
Furthermore, it follows from the de5nition of s′ that s′; ! |= ind= u · 〈x; y〉.
Next, we observe that M(x?y)(s)= {〈d; s(x); s〉}. So we have to establish that s;
!{s(x)=z} |= Id(z) : We are given that s; ! |=p. It follows that s; !{s(x)=z} |=p∧ z=
x (z is assumed not to occur in p). We are given that p∧ z= x logically implies Id(z).
Thus we conclude s; !{s(x)=z} |= Id(z).
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The proof of the soundness of the rule
|= p ∧ z = creator → Id(z)
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}?y{p[u=ind; v=y] ∧ ind = u · 〈creator; y〉}
proceeds in a similar manner.
Sequential composition: We have to show that
|= I : {p}S1{r} and |= I : {r}S2{q} implies |= I : {p}S1; S2{q}:
Let s; ! |=p and s′ ∈M(S1; S2)(s). By de5nition of M(S1; S2)(s) there exists a state
s′′ such that s′′ ∈M(S1)(s) and s′ ∈M(S2)(s′′). By the validity of I : {p}S1{r} we
thus derive that s′′; ! |= r. And so by the validity of I : {r}S2{q} we conclude that
s′; ! |= q.
Next let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S1; S2)(s) and s; ! |=p. By de5nition of M(S1; S2)(s), either
〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S1)(s), and so by the validity of I : {p}S1{r}, we have s′; !{=z} |= Id(z),
or there exists a state s′′ such that s′′ ∈M(S1)(s) and 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S2)(s′′). In the
latter case the validity of I : {p}S1{r} implies s′′; ! |= r, from which in turn we derive
by the validity of I : {r}S2{q} that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
Choice: Let
|= I : {p ∧ e}S1{q} and |= I : {p ∧ ¬e}S2{q}:
We have to show that
|= I : {p}if e then S1 else S2 fi {q}:
First, let s; ! |=p and s′ ∈M(if e then S1 else S2 fi)(s). By de5nition of M (if e then
S1 else S2 fi) (s) it follows that either, s(e)= true and s′ ∈M(S1)(s), or, s(e)= false
and s′ ∈M(S2)(s). By the validity of I : {p∧ e}S1{q} and I : {p∧¬e}S2{q} we thus
conclude that s′; ! |= q.
Next, let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(if e then S1 else S2 fi{q})(s) and s; ! |=p.
By de5nition of M(if e then S1 else S2 fi{q})(s) either, s(e)= true and s′ ∈
M(S1)(s), or, s(e)= false and s′ ∈M(S2)(s). By the validity of I : {p∧ e}S1{q} and
I : {p∧¬e}S2{q} we thus conclude that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
Iteration: Let
|= I : {p ∧ e}S{p}:
We have to show the validity of
I : {p}while e do S od{p ∧ ¬e}:
First, let s; ! |=p and s′ ∈M(while e do S od)(s).
By de5nition of M(while e do S od)(s) there exists a sequence of states s1; : : : ; sn,
with s1 = s and s′= sn, such that si(e)= true and si+1 ∈M(S)(si), for 16i ¡ n
(sn(e)=false). Since the local correctness formula I : {p∧ e}S{p} is valid we derive
that si; ! |=p, i=1; : : : ; n, and thus in particular, s′; ! |=p∧¬e.
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Next, let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(while e do S od)(s) and s; ! |=p. By de5nition of M(while
e do S od) (s) there exists a sequence of states s1; : : : ; sn, with s1 = s and 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈
M(S) (sn), such that si(e)= true, for i=1; : : : ; n, and si+1 ∈M(S)(si), for 16i¡n.
Since the local correctness formula I : {p∧ e}S{p} is valid we derive that si; ! |=p,
i=1; : : : ; n, and thus in particular, sn; ! |=p∧ e. And, thus by another application of
the validity of I : {p∧ e}S{p} we conclude that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
Substitution: We have to show that
|= I : {p}S{q} implies |= I : {p[l=z]}S{q}:
First, let s; ! |=p[l=z] and s′ ∈M(S)(s). By the substitution lemma above it follows
that s; !{=z} |=p, where =Val(l)(s)(!). By the validity of I : {p}S{q} we then
derive that s′; !{=z} |= q. But z is assumed not to occur in q, so we conclude that
s′; ! |= q.
Next, let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S)(s) and s; ! |=p[l=z]. As above, by the substitution lemma
it follows that s; !{=z} |=p, where =Val(l)(s)(!). By the validity of I : {p}S{q}
we then derive that s′; !{=z}{=u} |= Id(u). But z is assumed not to occur in Id(u),
so we conclude that s′; !{=u} |= Id(u).
(Local) consequence rule: The proof of the soundness of this rule is left to the
reader.
Theorem A.2. Every valid local correctness formula I : {p}S{q} is derivable.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the complexity of the statement S.
Assignment: Let |= I : {p}x := e{q}. It follows that p implies logically q[e=x]: Let
s; ! |=p. By the validity of |= I : {p}x := e{q} we have s′; ! |= q, where s′= s{s(e)=x}
results from s by assigning s(e) to x; and so by the corresponding substitution lemma,
we conclude that s; ! |= q[e=x]. Thus, an application of the (local) consequence rule
to the assignment axiom I : {q[e=x]}x := e{q} establishes the derivability of I : {p}x
:= e{q}.
Creation: Let |= I : {p}x := new{q}. We treat the case that x := new belongs to a
description of a class di.erent from the type of x. We show that p[z=c; u=x]∧ c= z · x∧ x
=∈ z implies q, where z and u are fresh logical variables: Let s; ! |=p[z=c; u=x]∧ c= z · x
∧ x =∈ z. By the corresponding substitution lemma it follows that s′; ! |=p, where s′=
s{!(z)=c; !(u)=u} results from s by assigning !(z) and !(u) to c and x, respectively.
Since s; ! |= c= z · x∧ x =∈ z, it follows that s∈M(x := new)(s′), and so by the validity
of |= I : {p}x := new{q}, we conclude that s; ! |= q. Thus, an application of the (local)
consequence rule to the creation axiom
I : {p ∧ z = c ∧ u = x}x := new{p[z=c; u=x] ∧ c = z · x ∧ x =∈ z}
gives us the derivability of
I : {p ∧ z = c ∧ u = x}x := new{q}:
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Next, by an application of the substitution rule, substituting c for z and x for u in the
precondition, we obtain the derivability of
I : {p ∧ c = c ∧ x = x}x := new{q}:
A trivial application of the consequence rule 5nally gives us the derivability of I : {p}x
:= new{q}.
Output: Is dealt with in a similar manner as the assignment statement.
Input: Let |= I : {p}x?y{q}, with y∈Vard. We 5rst show that p∧ z= x logically im-
plies Id(z): Let s; ! |=p∧ z= x. By de5nition of M(x?y)(s), it follows that 〈d;!(z); s〉
∈M(x?y)(s). By the validity of I : {p}x?y{q} we conclude that s; ! |= Id(z).
So an application of the rule for inputs of the form x?y gives us the derivability of
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}x?y{p[u=ind; v=y] ∧ ind = u · 〈x; y〉}:
Next we show that p[u=ind; v=y]∧ ind= u · 〈x; y〉 logically implies q, where u and v
are fresh logical variables: Let s; ! |=p[u=ind; v=y]∧ ind= u ·〈x; y〉. By the correspond-
ing substitution lemma it follows that s′; ! |=p, where s′= s{!(u)=ind; !(v)=y} results
from s by assigning !(u) and !(v) to ind and y, respectively. Since s; ! |= ind(x)= u
· 〈x; y〉, it follows that s∈M(x?y)(s′), and so by the validity of I : {p}x?y{q}, we
conclude that s; ! |= q.
By an application of the consequence rule we thus obtain the derivability of
I : {p ∧ u = ind ∧ v = y}x?y{q}:
Now u and v are assumed not to occur in q or I . So substituting ind for u and y for
v in the precondition gives the derivability of
I : {p ∧ ind = ind ∧ y = y}x?y{q}:
A trivial application of the consequence rule 5nishes this case.
The case of the derivability of a valid correctness formula I{p}?y{q} proceeds in
a similar manner.
Sequential composition: Let |= I : {p}S1; S2{q}. We assume the existence of a lo-
cal assertion r such that s; ! |= r if and only if s∈M(S1)(s′) and s′; ! |=p, for
some state s′. In fact, r describes what is known as the strongest postcondition
of S1 with respect to the given precondition p. It follows that |= I : {p}S1{r}: Let
s; ! |=p and s′ ∈M(S1)(s). By de5nition of r it immediately follows that s′; ! |= r.
Next let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S1)(s), with s; ! |=p. By de5nition of M(S1; S2)(s) it follows
that 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S1; S2)(s), and so, by the validity of I : {p}S1; S2{q}, we conclude
that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
Furthermore we have that |= I : {r}S2{q}: Let s; ! |= r and s′ ∈M(S2)(s). By
de5nition of r there exists a state s′′ such that s′′; ! |=p and s∈M(S1)(s′′). By
de5nition of M(S1; S2)(s′′) it follows that s∈M(S1; S2)(s′′), and so, by the valid-
ity of I : {p}S1; S2{q}, we conclude that s′; ! |= q. Next let 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S2)(s), with
s; ! |= r. Again, by de5nition of r there exists a state s′′ such that s′′; ! |=p and
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s∈M(S1)(s′′). By de5nition of M(S1; S2)(s′′) it then follows that 〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S1; S2)
(s′′), and so, by the validity of I : {p}S1; S2{q}, we conclude that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
By the induction hypothesis we have the derivability of both the local correctness
formulas
I : {p}S1{r} and I : {r}S2{q}:
Thus an application of the rule for sequential composition gives us the derivability of
I : {p}S1; S2{q}.
Choice: The derivability of a valid correctness formula
I : {p}if e then S1 else S2 fi{q};
follows immediately from the induction hypothesis and the validity of the correctness
formulas
I : {p ∧ e}S1{q} and I : {p ∧ ¬e}S2{q}:
Iteration: Let |= I : {p}while e do S od{q}. We de5ne for n¿0 the statement Sn
inductively by S0≡ skip (where skip denotes an assignment of the form x := x) and
Sn+1≡ Sn; if e then S fi. We assume the existence of a local assertion r such that
s; ! |= r if and only if there exists a state s′ with s′; ! |=p and s∈M(Sn)(s′), for
some n¿0. We 5rst prove the validity of
I : {r ∧ e}S{r}:
Let s; ! |= r ∧ e and s′ ∈M(S)(s). By de5nition of r we have that s∈M(Sn)(s′′),
for some n¿0 and state s′′ such that s′′; ! |=p. By de5nition of Sn+1 we have
s′ ∈M(Sn+1)(s′′), from which we conclude that s′; ! |= r. Next let s; ! |= r ∧ e and
〈d; ; s′〉 ∈M(S)(s). Again, by de5nition of r we have that s∈M(Sn)(s′′), for some
n¿0 and state s′′ with s′′; ! |=p. By de5nition of Sn and M(while e do S od)
we then derive that (d; ; s′)∈M(while e do S od)(s′′), and so, by the validity of
I : {p}while e do S od{q}, we conclude that s′; !{=z} |= Id(z).
By the induction hypothesis we thus obtain the derivability of
I : {r ∧ e}S{r}:
An application of the iteration rule then gives us the derivability of the correctness
formula
I : {r}while e do S od{r ∧ ¬e}:
It is easy to check that p implies r and that r ∧¬e implies q (here we use the validity
of I : {p}while e do S od{q}). Thus by an application of the consequence rule we
obtain that I : {p}while e do S od{q} is derivable.
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